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A B S T R A C T

Studies using the currently available malignant canine mast cell lines and bone marrow-

derived cultured mast cells (BMCMCs) have provided an in-depth understanding of

normal and neoplastic canine mast cell biology. However, many of the currently available

malignant canine mast cell lines possess limitations, including loss of cell surface markers

and inability to bind canine IgE. We have recently generated a novel mast cell line, CL1,

from an 11-year-old spayed female Labrador retriever diagnosed with systemic

mastocytosis and neoplastic effusion. The CL1 cells express KIT, FceRI, CD44, CD45,

CD14, CD11a, CD11b and CD18 as well as chymase. Interestingly, these cells express wild-

type KIT, with no evidence of autophosphorylation, but are able to proliferate

independently without the addition of exogenous stem cell factor (SCF), KIT ligand.

However, stimulation of CL1 cells with SCF induces KIT phosphorylation promoting cell

proliferation. The CL1 cells retain functional properties of mast cells, degranulating in a

dose-dependent manner in response to both IgE cross-linking and chemical stimulation.

Lastly, cytogenetic evaluation revealed several recurrent tumor-associated chromosome

copy number imbalances in the CL1 line. In summary, the CL1 cell line possesses

phenotypic and functional properties similar to those found in canine BMCMCs, and will

likely be a useful tool to study mast cell biology, factors regulating transformation of mast

cells, cytogenetic abnormalities in mast cell tumors, and novel preclinical therapies.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mast cell tumors are the most common skin tumor in
canines, and the second most common malignancy found
in this species (Brodey, 1970). These tumors range in
behavior from benign to extremely malignant resulting in
death of affected patients (London and Seguin, 2003). This
is in contrast to humans, where the disease often manifests
with systemic involvement of various organs including the
liver, spleen, and bone marrow (Akin and Metcalfe, 2004;
Valent et al., 2005). In canines and humans, malignant
mast cell disease is known to be linked to dysregulation of
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the tyrosine kinase receptor, KIT. Most human patients
with systemic mastocytosis carry the D816V mutation in
the catalytic domain of KIT, which results in constitutive
activation and uncontrolled cell proliferation (Longley
et al., 1999, 2000). In contrast, up to 30% of high-grade
canine mast cell tumors possess an internal tandem
duplication (ITD) mutation in the juxtamembrane domain
of KIT, which also leads to constitutive activation (Down-
ing et al., 2002; London et al., 1999; Ma et al., 1999; Zemke
et al., 2002). More recently, mutations in the exon 8 and
exon 9 of cKit have also been reported in a small number of
canine mast cell tumors [Letard S, Yang Y, Hanssens K,
Palmerini F, Leventhal PS, Guery S, Moussy A, Kinet JP,
Hermine O, Dubreuil P. Gain-of-function mutations in the
extracellular domain of KIT are common in canine mast cell
tumors. Mol Cancer Res 2008;6: 1137–45]. These findings
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have led to the successful application of small molecule KIT
inhibitors for the treatment of mast cell disease in both
canines and humans (Droogendijk et al., 2006; London
et al., 2003).

Studies on the role of KIT dysfunction in mast cell
neoplasia have largely relied on a few well-established cell
lines including the human HMC1.1 and HMC1.2 mast cell
lines and the BR and C2 canine mast cell lines (DeVinney
and Gold, 1990; Furitsu et al., 1993; London et al., 1999; Ma
et al., 1999). The human lines carry the KIT mutations
V560G and V560G/D816V, respectively, and the canine
mast cell lines carry mutations in the juxtamembrane
domain of KIT (L575P and KIT ITDs, respectively), making
them useful tools for studying the biology of KIT
dysfunction as well as the application of novel KIT
inhibitors. For example, both the human and canine lines
have been used to define the biologic activity of drugs such
as SU11654, imatinib, sunitinib, 17-AAG, and dasatinib
(Fumo et al., 2004; Gleixner et al., 2007; Liao et al., 2002;
Ma et al., 2002; Shah et al., 2006).

While the role of KIT mutations in mast cell neoplasia
has been well described, little is known regarding the
mechanisms responsible for the aggressive biologic
behavior of mast cell tumors that do not carry KIT
mutations, particularly with respect to canine disease.
This is in part due to the lack of readily available canine
mast cell lines and reagents to investigate the biology of
normal canine mast cell lines. Over the past 2 years our
laboratory has successfully generated canine bone mar-
row-derived cultured mast cells (BMCMCs) that have been
used to investigate the phenotypic and functional proper-
ties of normal canine mast cells (Lin and London, 2006; Lin
et al., 2006). These cells have also been used to compare
the biologic functions and gene expression patterns of
normal and malignant mast cells (unpublished). However,
such studies have involved comparisons of BMCMCs with
malignant mast cell lines expressing KIT mutations. As
60–70% of malignant canine mast cell tumors do not
express activating mutations in KIT, the development of
additional mast cell lines not dependent on KIT signaling
for survival is important to more thoroughly investigate
the biology of malignant mast cell disease. Recently, a
novel canine mast cell line, MPT-1 was developed from a
canine mast cell tumor for similar purposes (Amagai et al.,
2008). The MPT-1 cells express functional high affinity IgE
receptors and wild-type Kit. However, the immunophe-
notype of MPT-1 and associated cytogenetic changes were
not reported.

In this study, we describe the generation and char-
acterization of another novel neoplastic canine mast cell
line derived from a dog with systemic mastocytosis. This
line, CL1, exhibits a similar phenotype and immunophe-
notype as that found in normal mast cells. Furthermore,
the CL1 line also expresses wild-type KIT and retains many
functional properties of mast cells, including the ability to
degranulate following IgE cross-linking and chemical
stimulation. Lastly, cytogenetic evaluation identified several
recurrent tumor-associated chromosome copy number
imbalances. These data demonstrate that the new CL1
malignant mast cell line will be useful for future studies
investigating the biology of canine mast cell disease.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Reagents

Recombinant canine stem cell factor (rcSCF) was
purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). The
following reagents and chemicals were obtained from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO): calcium ionophore A23187, con-
canavalin A (ConA), compound 48/80, Tyrode’s basal salt
solution, and 4-methylumbelliferyl N-acetyl-b-D-glucosa-
minide dihydrate. The following antibodies against canine
cell surface markers were kindly provided by Dr. Peter
Moore (Department of Pathology, Microbiology, and
Immunology, School of Veterinary Medicine, UC Davis):
MHC II, CD11a, CD11b, CD11c, CD11d, CD18, and CD45. The
antibodies against canine CD14 and CD44 were obtained
from AbD Serotec (Raleigh, NC) and rat-anti mouse CD117
(ACK45) conjugated with PE was purchased from BD
Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ).

2.2. Generation of CL1 line

An 11-year-old spayed female Labrador retriever was
presented to the Veterinary Teaching Hospital (VTH) at The
Ohio State University (OSU) for evaluation of abdominal
distention and labored breathing. The patient was
diagnosed as having systemic mastocytosis with neoplas-
tic mast cell effusion, multiple liver masses, and circulating
neoplastic mast cells (1500 ml�1). The neoplastic effusion
was harvested for cell culture. Mononuclear cells were
purified from 50 ml abdominal fluid by Ficoll1 density
gradient purification. Approximately 50% of the cells were
cytologically identified as neoplastic mast cells by Wright–
Giemsa stain. These mononuclear cells were then cultured
at a starting concentration of 107 cells per ml in RPMI
medium supplied with 10% FCS, penicillin, streptomycin,
and L-glutamine (Invitrogen) for several weeks. Flasks
were changed during weekly passages to remove attached
cells, including macrophages and fibroblasts.

2.3. Phenotypic and immunophenotypic analysis

After several weeks of culture, the resultant cell
population (termed CL1) was harvested and evaluated
by Wright–Giemsa and toluidine blue staining. Chymase
activity was detected using a commercially available
detection kit (Sigma) using naphthol AS-D chloroacetate
as the substrate as previously described (Lin et al., 2006).
Cells were counterstained by hematoxylin. Immunophe-
notype of the CL1 cells was assessed using flow cytometry.
Briefly, cells were washed and incubated with primary
antibodies or appropriate isotype control for 1 h at 4 8C.
After washing three times, cells were incubated with
appropriate secondary antibodies for another 30 min at
4 8C. Cells were then analyzed by flow cytometry using a
FACScalibur with Cell Quest Pro software (BD Biosciences).

2.4. Degranulation assay

To analyze response of CL1 cells to chemical stimulation,
1� 104 cells were collected and suspended in 90 ml of
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Tyrode’s salt solution and 10 ml of ConA, compound 48/80 or
A23187 at various final concentrations as indicated and
incubated for 30 min (Lin et al., 2006). For IgE cross-linking,
cells were loaded with 1 mg/ml canine IgE for 2 h at 37 8C.
After washing, cells were then incubated with goat anti-dog
IgE for 1 h at 37 8C as previously described (Lin et al., 2006).
After incubation with various chemicals and anti-IgE
antibodies, 25 ml of cell-free supernatant was collected
and the remaining cells were collected and lysed. The
concentration of b-hexosminidase was determined using 4-
methylumbelliferyl N-acetyl-b-D-glucosaminide as pre-
viously described (Lin et al., 2006). Briefly, 100 ml of
1.2 mM 4-methylumbelliferyl N-acetyl-b-D-glucosaminide
in 0.05 M sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.4) was added to 25 ml
of supernatant. The reaction was quenched using 175 ml of
cold 0.1 M glycine carbonate buffer (pH 10.0) and fluores-
cence was measured using an ELISA plate reader (Molecular
Devices). The b-hexosaminidase released was calculated
using the following formula: (fluorescence in cell super-
natants � fluorescence in blank)/(fluorescence in cell super-
natants � fluorescence in blank + fluorescence in the cell
pellet� fluorescence in blank)� 100. All experiments were
performed in triplicate.

2.5. KIT expression and function

To evaluate the expression and function of KIT on CL1
cells, Western blotting was performed. Briefly, after serum
starvation for 2 h, 10 � 106 CL1 cells were treated with or
without 50 ng/ml rcSCF for 15 min at room temperature.
Cells were then washed and lysed in protein lysis buffer
and the protein concentrations were measured. Following
SDS-PAGE of 50 mg protein, phosphorylated KIT and total
KIT were also evaluated by Western blotting as previously
described (Liao et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2008). To determine
the effect of SCF stimulation on CL1 cells, 5 � 104 cells were
cultured with or without 50 ng/ml rcSCF for 3 days and cell
viability was assessed on day 1, 2 and 3 by the WST-1 assay
as previously described (Lin et al., 2006). Experiments were
performed in triplicate.

2.6. cKIT sequencing

CL1 cells were evaluated for evidence of cKIT mutation
by full length cDNA sequencing as previously described
(Lin et al., 2008). The following primer sets were used: P10
(50-GCA ATT ACA CGT GCA CCA AC-30); cKIT 1110R (50-CTG
ATA TTA CTT TCA TTG TCA G-30); cKIT 582F (50-GCA GGA
CGG TGC TGT CCA AG-30); P5 (50-CAT GGC CGC ATC CGA
CTT AAT CAG-30); P1 (50-GAG GAG ATC AAT GGA AAC AAT
TAT G-30); and cDNAR2 (50-GCT TCA CAC ATC TTC GTG TAC
CAG CAG AGG CTG GG-30). Three large fragments of cKIT
cDNA product were amplified, gel purified, then sequenced
by the OSU Comprehensive Cancer Center’s Nucleic Acid
Shared Resource Center.

2.7. Cytogenetic analysis

Microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization
analysis (aCGH) was carried out as previously described
(Pennington et al., 1992) using a cytogenetically validated
array of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones
distributed at one megabase (1Mb) intervals across all
dog autosomes and chromosome X (Thomas et al., in press).
Arrayed clones were derived from the CHORI-82 female
boxer BAC library from which the dog 7.6x genome
sequence assembly (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005) was con-
structed (http://bacpac.chori.org, BACPAC Resources, Chil-
dren’s Hospital Oakland Research Institute, Oakland, CA).
DNA was isolated from the CL1 cells and co-hybridized with
differentially labeled reference DNA obtained from the
peripheral lymphocytes of 10 clinically healthy male dogs of
mixed breed. A panel of BAC clones represented on the 1 Mb
array was then selected for direct investigation of their copy
number status in the tumor cell population using multicolor
fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis. This panel
comprised nine clones from seven different chromosomes,
representing a range of normal and abnormal genomic copy
numbers according to aCGH analysis of CL1. DNA was
isolated from each BAC clone and differentially labeled with
fluorescent nucleotides as previously described (Breen et al.,
2004). The resulting probes were first hybridized onto
metaphase chromosome preparations from a clinically
normal dog, serving as a control to confirm their normal
copy number and genomic specificity. The probes were then
applied to CL1 cell preparations and the copy number of
each probe was evaluated in no fewer than 30 representa-
tive metaphase spreads and interphase nuclei. Two
independent investigators assessed the results, and con-
sensus data from the FISH analysis were compared with
aCGH data for cross-validation.

2.8. Statistics

Results were presented as mean � S.D., and a student’s t-
test was performed when indicated. A p-value less than 0.05
was considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Generation and phenotype/immunophenotype of the

canine neoplastic mast cell line, CL1

The canine neoplastic mast cell line, CL1, was success-
fully established from the abdominal effusion of an 11-year-
old spayed female Labrador retriever with systemic
mastocytosis. The CL1 cells grow as non-adherent cells in
standard tissue culture medium containing RPMI and 10%
fetal calf serum without needing exogenous SCF for survival.
The cells are large round cells which exhibit slight
anisocytosis and anisokaryosis, a moderate nuclear to
cytoplasm ratio, round nuclei, and variably sized nucleoli
(Fig. 1A). They contain variable quantities of small purple
cytoplasmic granules which often obscure the nuclear
features. As shown in Fig. 1B and C, the granules are positive
for toluidine blue and chymase activity, respectively.
Furthermore, the CL1 cells are positive for CD117 (KIT),
CD14, CD44, CD45 and FceRI, low positive for CD11a and
CD11b, but negative for CD11c, CD11d, CD34 and MHC II
(Fig. 2 and data not shown). This pattern is compatible with
the previously reported phenotype of both human and
canine mast cells (Lin et al., 2006; Welker et al., 2000).

http://bacpac.chori.org/


Fig. 1. Phenotype of the CL1 mast cell line. Cell morphology was evaluated by Wright–Giemsa staining (A). These cells are large round cells with a moderate N:C

ratio, round nuclei, and variable numbers of purple granules in the cytoplasm. CL1 granules are positive for toluidine blue (B) and exhibit chymase activity (C).
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3.2. Degranulation of CL1 cells

Mast cells contribute to a variety of biological processes
in both health and disease through release of several
soluble mediators. Despite the fact that neoplastic mast
cell lines are often used to study mast cell biology, they
frequently lose or do not possess several functional
properties. As shown in Fig. 3, the CL1 cells release b-
hexosaminidase in response to chemical stimulation with
A23187, compound 48/80 and ConA in a dose-dependent
manner. Additionally, they can be loaded with canine IgE
then cross-linked, inducing b-hexosaminidase release.
Therefore, the CL1 cells retain their ability to degranulate,
a fundamental property of normal mast cells.

3.3. KIT expression and function on CL1 cells

To evaluate the role of KIT on the CL1 cells, cells were
cultured in the WST-1 assay on days 1, 2 and 3 of culture.
As shown in Fig. 4A, the CL1 cells proliferate without the
need for rcSCF, although exogenous rcSCF significantly
enhances this proliferation by day 3 of culture. KIT is not
constitutively phosphorylated in the absence of rcSCF
stimulation, but can be activated following a short
incubation with this cytokine (Fig. 4B). The lack of
constitutive KIT phosphorylation is supported by the fact
that no mutations were identified in the cKIT sequence
derived from CL1 cells. In summary, the CL1 cells are
independent of SCF for their survival and proliferation,
although SCF stimulation does enhance their proliferation.

3.4. Cytogenetic analysis

Genome-wide aCGH analysis of the CL1 cell line
revealed several recurrent chromosome copy number
changes in the tumor genome, including gain of dog
chromosome (CFA) 13, 21, 35 and 37, and partial loss
of CFA 34 (Fig. 5). The inclusion on the aCGH array of



Fig. 2. Immunophenotype of the CL1 line. Immunophenotype of the CL1 cells was evaluated by flow cytometry. The cells express CD117 (KIT), FceRI, CD44,

CD45, CD14, CD11a, CD11b and CD18, but not CD34, CD11c, CD11d and CD1c. Of note, FceRI was detected indirectly as described previously (Lin et al.,

2006). Solid line: isotype control; bold line: specific antibody.
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BAC clones representing 53 key cancer-associated genes
(Thomas et al., in press) revealed that these chromosome
aberrations included copy number gains corresponding to
the MYC and KIT oncogenes, located on CFA 13, as well as
gain of the PAX3 gene (CFA 37), and loss of the tumor
suppressor genes CDKN2A (CFA 11) and BCR (CFA 26).

FISH analysis of CL1 tumor chromosomes using clones
selected from the array showed excellent correlation with
aCGH data (Fig. 6). Over 90% of cells analyzed showed the
expected normal copy number (n = 2) for a clone located on
CFA 1. This clone was selected as an internal control for
genomic balance. FISH data indicated increased copy
number for clones representing CFA 13 (MYC and KIT),
CFA 21, CFA 35 and CFA 37 (PAX3), in concordance with
aCGH data. FISH analysis also revealed structural rearran-
gements involving CFA 21 and CFA 35 (Fig. 6). The
additional copies of CFA 21 and CFA 35 independently
exhibited translocations onto different chromosomes,
resulting in the generation of derivative chromosomes
significantly longer than normal. This appears to be the
result of centric fusion combined with chromosomal
amplification. In accordance with aCGH data, FISH analysis
detected copy number decreases of loci on the distal end of
CFA 12 and the proximal half of CFA 34 in 44% and 78% of
CL1 cells, respectively. A quantitative summary of the FISH
data for each of the 9 loci is shown in Fig. 7.

4. Discussion

Neoplastic mast cell diseases are rare in people and
often present as systemic mastocytosis, which usually
occurs without cutaneous lesions and frequently involves
diffuse infiltration of the bone marrow, liver, spleen, and
abdominal lymph nodes with neoplastic mast cells (Akin
and Metcalfe, 2004; Butterfield, 2006). In contrast, canine
mast cell tumors are the second most common tumor in
canines and usually present as cutaneous tumors that may
spread to local lymph nodes, liver and spleen (London and
Seguin, 2003). Most cases of human mastocytosis are
known to be linked to dysregulation of the receptor
tyrosine kinase KIT. This receptor acts primarily through
mutation in the catalytic domain that promotes uncon-
trolled growth (Longley et al., 1999, 2001; Roskoski, 2005).
In contrast, only a portion of canine mast cell tumors are
known to possess activating KIT mutations, most of which
occur in the juxtamembrane domain of the receptor
(Downing et al., 2002; London et al., 1999; Ma et al., 1999;
Zemke et al., 2002). More recently, point mutations in



Fig. 3. CL1 cells degranulate following chemical stimulation or IgE cross-linking. The CL1 cells were collected and activated by chemical stimulation with

ConA, calcium ionophore A23187, or compound 48/80, or activated by IgE cross-linking as previously described (Lin and London, 2006). The magnitude of

degranulation was assessed by the percentage of b-hexosaminidase released. The CL1 cells release b-hexosaminidase in a dose-dependent manner in

response to all forms of activation.
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exons 8 and 9, encoding part of the extracellular domain,
have been identified in a small number of tumors (Letard
et al., 2008). These mutations also appear to be activating
in nature, although to a far lesser degree than the
juxtamembrane domain mutations. Little is known about
the mechanisms that contribute to malignant transforma-
Fig. 4. CL1 cells respond to rcSCF stimulation. (A) CL1 cells were cultured with or w

2 and 3 of culture. The CL1 cells are viable in the absence of SCF stimulation, but

(B) CL1 cells were serum-starved for 2 h then left untreated or incubated with S

were evaluated by Western blotting. CL1 cells express KIT without evidence of co

by rcSCF stimulation.
tion of canine mast cell tumors that do not possess KIT
mutations.

The currently available canine mast cell lines include
C2, BR, CM-MC, and VI-MC, and more recently MPT-1 (Liao
et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2001; Amagai et al., 2008). The
BR cells have been used to examine the ability of malignant
mast cells to respond to various chemicals (Garcia et al.,
ithout 50 ng/ml rcSCF for 3 days and cell viability was assessed on days 1,

the addition of SCF significantly enhances their viability (*p < 0.05, t-test).

CF for 15 min. Cells were harvested and phosphorylated KIT and total KIT

nstitutive phosphorylation, although KIT phosphorylation can be induced



Fig. 5. Whole genome aCGH profile of CL1 cells. A whole genome aCGH profile of CL1 was generated using a 1 Mb assembly integrated, cytogenetically

validated dog BAC array. Data are plotted as the median, block-normalized and background-subtracted log2 ratio of the replicate spots for each BAC clone on

the array. Clones representing key genes of interest are arrowed. Clones identified by colored text (either BAC address or gene name) represent the nine

clones that were used for multicolor single locus probe (SLP) analysis of cells from the CL1 line to verify results of the aCGH data (see Fig. 6). Log2 ratios

representing genomic gain and loss are indicated by horizontal bars above (green line) and below (red line) the midline (orange line) representing normal

copy number. Regions corresponding to chromosome gain or loss are indicated by thick green and red lines, respectively, as determined by the aCGH

Smooth algorithm (Jong et al., 2004). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the

article.)
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1998), while the CM-MC cells have been used to
demonstrate that mast cells can degranulate upon cross-
linking of human IgG1 or IgG4 bound to the low-affinity
IgG receptor (Sato et al., 2004). Both the C2 and BR cells
possess KIT mutations in the juxtamembrane domain that
cause constitutive activation, and as such these lines have
been used to explore the use of targeted therapeutics
directed at KIT inhibition (Liao et al., 2002; London et al.,
1999; Ma et al., 1999). However, several of these lines have
been cultured for years and have undergone multiple
passages, and seemingly may not be representative of the
original tumors from which they were derived. For
example, the BR cells have expression of FceRI but fail to
respond to IgE cross-linking (Garcia et al., 1998). Also,
several of the mast cell lines do not have distinct mast cell
granules and contain low levels of histamine (DeVinney
and Gold, 1990; Garcia et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2001).
The MPT-1 canine mast cell line expresses IgE receptors
and wild-type Kit and is dependent on the PI3K pathway-
dependent for cell proliferation (Amagai et al., 2008). As
there are only a limited number of malignant canine mast
cell lines, it would be useful to have additional lines,
especially without KIT mutation, that could be used to
evaluate the biology of mast cell disease.

In this study, we developed a new mast cell line, CL1,
from a dog with systemic mastocytosis. The CL1 cells
exhibit an immunophenotype similar to that found in both
normal human and canine mast cells (Lin et al., 2006;
Welker et al., 2000). Interestingly, the CL1 cells express
CD14, the receptor for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) which
combined with TLR4, contributes to recognition of
bacterial pathogens. Bone marrow-derived cultured canine
mast cells and cord blood-derived human mast cells do not
express CD14, while human bone marrow-derived mast
cells do (Escribano et al., 1998; Inomata et al., 2005; Lin
et al., 2006). This inconsistent expression is most likely due
to differences in culture conditions used to generate mast
cells in vitro. Indeed, evidence suggests that expression of
CD14 by mast cells in vivo is linked to their local tissue
microenvironment (Escribano et al., 1998). Importantly,
CL1 is the first canine mast cell line with confirmed
expression of CD14 and may therefore be used to
investigate the role of canine mast cell responses to
bacterial challenge.

Both human and canine mast cell lines have been
extremely useful for studying normal mast cell biology, as
it is difficult to obtain large numbers of normal mast cells
directly from tissues (Brazis et al., 2000, 2002). However, as
previously discussed, many mast cell lines lose their
original phenotype after long-term culture, resulting in an
absence of observable cytoplasmic granules or loss of FceRI
function or expression. Like the MPT-1 canine mastocy-
toma cell line, the CL1 cells possess large numbers of
cytoplasmic granules and degranulate upon chemical
stimulation and IgE cross-linking, retaining a critical
functional property of normal mast cells. As such, the
CL1 cells may be useful for evaluating biologic properties of
canine mast cells and for testing therapeutics targeting
mast cell mediators.

The CL1 cell line was generated from a dog exhibiting a
clinical presentation consistent with systemic mastocy-
tosis. We found that CL1 cells are independent of SCF
stimulation for their survival and proliferation, do not
express mutations in the coding region of cKIT, do not
exhibit KIT auto-phosphorylation in the absence of SCF
stimulation, and yet retain responsiveness to SCF stimula-
tion. Therefore, this growth factor independent malignant
canine mast cell line represents a novel resource for
evaluating the molecular biology of malignant mast cell
disease lacking Kit mutation in the dog. Studies are
currently underway to determine the mechanism of
growth factor independence in the CL1 line.

Cytogenetic analysis of the CL1 cell line revealed several
recurrent genomic imbalances, including both whole and
partial chromosome gains and losses. Targeted FISH
analysis of CL1 tumor chromosomes demonstrated a



Fig. 6. aCGH targeted single locus probe (SLP) analysis of CL1. Panels A and B each shows the co-hybridization of five differentially labeled BAC clones. Panel

A shows signal resulting from clones specific for CFA1 at 12 Mb (315L05, red signal), CFA13 at 28 Mb (396J05[MYC], purple signal) and 50 Mb (265L22[KIT],

green signal) and CFA21 at 4 Mb (182O03, orange signal) and 54 Mb (362O17, aqua signal), while panel B shows signal for CFA1 at 12 Mb (315L05, red

signal) and also for CFA 12 at 75 Mb (317E23, purple signal), CFA34 at 13 Mb (325K15, green signal), CFA 35 at 29 Mb (050L17, orange signal) and CFA37 at

31 Mb (57H23[PAX3], aqua signal). Panels Ai and Bi show hybridization of the BAC clones to metaphase preparations from a clinically healthy dog, revealing

the expected copy number (n = 2) of each locus per cell. Panels Aii and Bii show the same clones hybridized to metaphase preparations generated from the

line CL1. Panels Aiii and Biii show the probes hybridized to interphase nuclei derived from CL1. Analysis of the copy number status of the five probes in Aii

reveals a copy number of n = 3 for both MYC and KIT (CFA13) and also an apparent n = 3 362017 (aqua signal) (CFA21; 54 Mb). A closer look at one of the

homologues of CFA21 indicates it is bi-armed due to the presence of a centric fusion of CFA21 (see inset) with an oversized signal for the centromeric clone

182O03 (orange signal). In the CL1 interphase nucleus shown in Aiii, while three copies of MYC are evident (purple signal), there are two copies of KIT (green

signal) in this particular cell. There are three copies each of both cones from CFA21. In panels Bii and Biii, it is evident that there are copy number losses for

the clones representing CFA12 and CFA34 (both present at n = 1) and copy number gains for the clones representing CFA 35 (n = 5) and CFA37 (n = 3). A

summary of the frequency of copy number for each clone is shown in Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 7. Frequency of copy number variation for the nine BAC clones selected to verify the aCGH data for CL1. Clone 315L05 was a common BAC to both groups

of five clones and data are thus presented twice. Overall the copy number changes for each clone was in complete concordance with that indicated by aCGH

analysis.
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strong correlation with the copy number indicated by
aCGH analysis. FISH data confirmed copy number gains of
MYC and KIT oncogenes on CFA 13 and also PAX3 on CFA
37. Gain of CFA 13 is a highly recurrent event in a wide
range of dog primary tumors and cell lines (Kisseberth
et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2003, 2007; Winkler et al.,
2006). Over-expression of KIT may result in increased
binding SCF thereby enhancing mast cell proliferation
and survival, potentially contributing to malignant
transformation or progression. While there was no
evidence of KIT autophosphorylation in the CL1 line, it
is possible that these cells are hypersensitive to SCF in

vivo and that this contributes to an aggressive biologic
behavior through enhanced proliferative capacity.
Indeed, the addition of SCF to CL1 cultures did augment
their in vivo proliferation.

MYC is believed to regulate the expression of approxi-
mately 15% of all genes (Knoepfler, 2007; Patel et al., 2004)
and dysregulation of MYC occurs in over 80% of human
cancers (Popescu and Zimonjic, 2002). In general, this
dysregulation occurs through gene amplification, resulting
in the inappropriate expression of several genes involved
in cell proliferation and development (Popescu and
Zimonjic, 2002). Gain in copy number of the KIT and
MYC oncogenes on CFA 13, and deletion of the regions of
CFA 11 and CFA 26 harboring the tumor suppressor genes
CDKN2A and BCR, suggest that these events may
contribute to the genetic instability of the CL1 cell line,
although further expression level analysis will be required
to determine the exact influence of these copy number
alterations.

In summary, we have established and characterized a
novel canine neoplastic mast cell line, CL1, from a dog with
systemic mastocytosis. CL1 has a phenotype similar to that
of normal human and canine mast cells and retains
functional FceR1 expression. Moreover, the CL1 line is not
dependent on rcSCF for survival and proliferation, yet does
not express activating KIT mutations, suggesting that
molecular abnormalities other than those associated with
KIT contributed to its growth factor independence. Studies
evaluating these potential molecular abnormalities are
ongoing.
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